
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: We will work on forming a government able to manage
the country for the next two years and the next elections will be articular

in the history of Iraq

Chairman Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim described the handlers of the

political process like who holds the embers of a fire, stressing that the religious and legal

commitment oblige the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement to keep the legitimate acquisitions resulting

of this process, promising the people to protect the path that was established by blood after

2003, indicating that the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement will depend policies of decisiveness and

firmness and will be carry out decisive decisions and firmness in selection without any

prejudice or compliment, announcing the movement’s adherence to moderation, adding, \"but we

will be more assertive in the historical twists the stances will be articular,\" stressing

working effortlessly to accomplish into the assembling of a cabinet during the next two years,

because the next election tour is articular in the history of Iraq.

\r\n

This took place during Eminence’s speech on the Iraqi martyr day on the first of Rajab , 1473

(AH) the memorial of the martyrdom of Ayatollah Mohammad Baqir Al-Hakim (sanctify his soul) in

Baghdad, and fourteen other provinces of Iraq Friday, April.08.2016.

\r\n

His Eminence reiterated his vision that Iraq does will not stabilize unless everyone feels that

they are equal in it, the time of sectarian and ethnic unfairness had ended, and now all people

had become oppressed, citing the so black Takfiri terrorism that devour Iraqi cities of Mosul,

Ramadi and presents the ugliest picture of the crimes against humanity using the name of Islam,

however Islam is innocent from these terrorist actions, threatening terrorism of being defeated

and promising to clear the cities, pointing out that terrorism has proved to Iraqis not to have

any value before the title of one united Iraq and that no matter how big our differences are,

terrorism remains small in front of the one united Iraq which bring all Iraqis together,

indicating that the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement is the movement of moderation, reasonability,

patriotism and creed, a movement committed to the approach of the righteous Religious Authority

,

\r\n

reminding \"we would not be liberated today, only because of the Religious Authority, and only

because of the Supreme Religious Authority we could achieve victories over the enemies of God

and humanity,\" considering the Religious Authority a safety pin, a protector to country and

creed and the compass towards the future, calling to adhere to the Religious Authority and its

divine path for being calling for moderation, reasonability and balance, which are the Al-



Mihrab Martyr Movement constants and policy, expressing his belief that Iraq should be a

gathering station and not an arena of conflict, pointing by saying \"We stated a year ago,

inspired by this memorial, that our region cannot afford open conflicts and transferred wars,

fires had grown and spread and must be extinguished and it will not be extinguished only by

dialogue, and that\'s what happened, from the Levant to Sanaa dialogue and negotiation tables

had been set, but after unparalleled losses of precious human lives and the destruction of

cities and countries.

\r\n

His Eminence considered respect of all parts spaces is the best solution to avoid the region

more destruction and it is the only solution to convert hostility to cooperation, warning \"it

is in no one\'s interest that the countries in the region turn into pawns on an international

conflicts\' chess board\", stressing the necessity that Iraq take its role and focus of the

region\'s stability and development, Iraq is the bridge between the East and the West, and is

the mount of all cultures where all peoples, religions and denominations of the region mix

together, noting that these are the reason of why this onslaught on Iraq, stressing the Al-

Mihrab Martyr Movement’s continuation his approach, despite all attempts of hindering,

confusing and misleading.

\r\n

His Eminence stressed the need for Iraq to those high stature and remarkable spirits, wise and

patient, praising the role of the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement’s sons for they have proved they

are the best supporters and the good comrades and companions and an example of moderation in

the time of extremism and overdoing, they protected the project with their enlightened minds

and worked to unify lines and they were the best balance for the homeland.

\r\n

His Eminence noted that the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement’s heroic brigades battling terrorism and

achieving victories and is committed to the flag of the nation and obedient to the Religious

Authority guidance, silently and patiently fighting and winning by the blessing of prayers and

wisdom, very distant from the hustle and bustle and showiness, indicating that the movement is

not trading with martyrs’ blood and is not trading with the Religious Authority fatwa and this

is what give them advantage and distinctiveness, stressing that men of the Al-Mihrab Martyr

Movement are there filling the battlefronts and streak the finest victories and other men of

the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement are there filling the negotiations halls converging points of

views and launching initiatives, offering political solutions and gaining the confidence of

partners and friends, there is a martyrdom and a victory and here is a bloom and glory,

addressing them” 

\r\n



Today you are the forefront of the great reformation project, because you are the founders of

the project and holders of a vision, ye have set solutions and drawn the road map, that has

been supported by all political powers .. Strongly we will work with everyone so that the

government is exceeding its crisis and assign a ministerial lineup capable to lead Iraq during

the remaining two years of the current government’s tenure by God willing.

\r\n

Considering the forthcoming elections to be articular in Iraq\'s history and will determine the

routes that we will be taking in the next ten years, preceded or followed by the provincial

council elections, stressing that the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement today had begun a new

qualitative phase by God willing, at which ruling and leadership will be by a generation of

brilliant youth acting and leading the lines with the support and the furthering of their

brethren from pioneer veterans the holders of expertise, experience and faith and who carried

the banner of the project and offered sacrifices for it, but this is the way of life, where the

predecessor had seeded we harvested and we will grow so the successors shall eat, and therein

lies the strength of the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement in the installation of this integrative path

between two generations, calling the young members of the Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement to be

motivated, persistent and enthusiastic coming from an honest and wise Hakim-driven approach and

a pure truthful creed, to carry the obligations to Iraq and the movement, reminding them that

Al-mihrab martyr and his mentor martyr al-Sadr when they were very young, Al-Mihrab martyr

addressed his mentor by my Sayyid, and martyr al-Sadr address Al-Mihrab martyr by my cherished

right hand.


